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ACROSS
1. One with a great deal of sense?
12. Stuff and nonsense
15. Poet who influenced Cubist and Surrealist art
16. Big name in ambient music
17. Volunteer with a troop
19. Arrhythmia finders, for short
20. Gear
21. Call forth
22. El ___ de los Habanos (cigar brand)
23. Is crushing, perhaps
25. "Carnival of the Animals" bird
26. Verbally dances around
28. Cobbler's concern
30. Hooke's Law objects
33. Source of a groaner, often
35. "Angry Johnny" singer, 1995
36. Stuff and nonsense
37. Opera that inspired "Rent," familiarly
39. School of thought
40. Michael Sam's org.
42. Came down hard
43. Not much
45. Items for a Chemex user
47. "For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide / When the Rainbow Is ___"
49. Day spa offerings
50. Org. for Nederlandse Kooikerhondjes and Norrbottenspets
53. "Say goodnight, ___!"
55. Race with sprint and Ironman distances, for short
56. Fulda river tributary
57. They're up to no good
60. Where pythons live?
61. Components of some showy violin passages
62. "Charlotte's Web" locale
63. Audition components

DOWN
1. More seasoned, in more ways than one
2. Like some hockey passes
3. Operatic fish?
4. Old fabric measures
6. Annoying
7. Uses oil on, in a way
8. Uses oil on, in a way
9. Half a drag queen's breastplate
10. Creator of Perry
11. Thread holders
12. Unofficial fashion show locale, often
13. Feature of some households, to the IRS
14. Cause of civil litigation
15. Audio brand since the 1950s
16. Attach, as a brooch
17. "That's terrible!"
18. Didn't seek
19. Cloth napkins et al.
20. Don't ignore
21. Majority Islamic branch in Bahrain
22. Specialty of printmaker Théophile Steinlen
23. Centurion's club?
24. Go-get-'em types
25. ___ the Greatest Dancer" (Sister Sledge song)
26. Border
27. Lacking interest
28. Passage in a breast
29. Doesn't bother
30. Purchases that spark joy
31. Fuerteventura farewell
32. Well taken care of
33. Pungent salad green
34. Title VII enforcer, for short
35. Artist who collaborated with couturier Paul Poiret
36. Sci-fi play of 1920
37. Chi-town winter hrs.
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